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Apache offers Professional Apache Security many good points that may be used to both
compromise server safety or assemble information regarding a server that the administrator
would like stored secret. Of course, those gains aren't there to create defense holes, however
the extra advanced the configuration, the extra probabilities there are of constructing an
unanticipated use of the server. figuring out what is, and what's not, anticipated habit is
essential, either while developing the server configuration and Professional Apache Security
detecting attainable misuse. there is no completely 100% safe server. during this e-book we
delve into an important points of Apache security, and useful methods of constructing a safer,
safer implementation of an Apache server. This e-book is a tutorial, a resource, and a reference
for Apache administrators, defense analysts, net developers, and approach architects, who are
looking to safe Apache on UNIX and its variation platforms.
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